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Edit O
Hi Everyone,
First of all I'd like to say a big thank you to Beth Woodley for her stint as Aire Affairs editor.
Thanks for doing a great job Beth and I'm sure all Airienteers wish you the best at university.
Having offered my editorial experience and skills (zero) as the new editor I will be reliant on
contributions so please don't hold back in sending me any content - articles, photos, or even
any interesting non - o material. Martini style is OK, anytime, anyplace, anyhow.
I will be primarily aiming to distribute aire affairs electronically and one of the things that
has become apparent is the integrity of our e-mail address list. If you are receiving this
other than electronically, it may well be that your e-mail address on the aire list is out of
date. If so, can I ask you to do two things: one, drop me an e-mail (to
pjrj@blueyonder.co.uk): two, update your e-mail address on the bof website. I also have a
list of about 40 members who still wish to receive a printed copy - again I can see at a glance
that this is also out of date. You will still get a printed copy if you are on this list - but if you
don't need one, please let me know.
Anyway, back to orienteering. As usual, the summer has been a fairly slow time. Unless you
are one of the AIRE superstars and been on tour (please see Juniaires for some great results
and articles from Joe Woodley), the main event for a sizeable AIRE contingent was Croeso
2012 - the Welsh 6 day. Some great weather and some great AIRE performances here, see
later in this issue.
Looking forward, the season cranks up again shortly. I wish you all the best for the coming
year and by the time you get this, a few of you may even have survived the White Rose.
And for those of you looking for some extra fitness after three weeks of inspirational
olympic viewing, can I suggest joining our tuesday night runs. All abilities welcome. See the
schedule at the end of the newsletter.
Pete Jones
pjrj@blueyonder.co.uk
01274 596850
07504 243064
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AIRE NEWS
Compass Sport Cup Final
It's time to enter the biggest club race of the year - the Compass Sport Cup Final!
Airienteers have a very good chance of improving on our top five placing of last year if we
can get a big turnout at this, the premier inter-club event of the year.
Big efforts have been made to help with transport, and to fully subsidise junior and student
entries, so please support your club by entering!
The final will take place in Teviothead, which is an open, grassy, contour-ridden area just
over the Scottish border, on Sunday 30 September:
http://www.roxburghreivers.org.uk/?p=1710
A wide range of age-appropriate courses are available, all at £12 per person for seniors
(juniors and students will get free entries).
To enter, please go - now! - to www.tinyurl.com/cscupfinal where you will find more
information about the event and how to enter and pay (you will pay on the day).
The deadline for entering is Sunday 8th September, as I need to then input the entries via
the organiser's system. NB Do not enter via SI entries on the RR website!
The club are putting on a minibus - please reply to airienteers@hotmail.co.uk if you haven't
already done so to secure your place on it.
The minibus will go via Carlisle, where an urban race will take place the previous day.
Otherwise, please use the car share facility on the club website!
So, go to www.tinyurl.com/cscupfinal - what are you waiting for?
From David Alcock, Compass Sport Cup captain.

Key Contacts
CLUB OFFICERS
SECRETARY

Nick Jones

nick.jones200@ntlworld.com

0113
2267906

FIXTURES

Chris Burden

chris.burden@btinternet.com

01274
583853
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Next Major Event
Aire Valley Ultra Long O Event- a UK Cup Race
and Limited Colour Coded Event
Sunday 9 September 2012
Parking Titus Salt School, Lower Baildon
Grid ref SE138384 Post Code BD17 5RH
Extras The event is adjacent to the Saltaire World Heritage Site and Salts Mill with its
Hockney Galleries and other attractions. The event is the weekend of the Saltaire Festival so
there will be street and park entertainment and countless stalls serving food to compliment
the array of local cafes and restaurants.
See AIRE website for full details - please enter now if you plan to compete

Congratulations
Hot off the press from New Zealand. Congratulations to Claire Towler and Geoff Clarke who
have just got hitched in the great outdoors. Looks like informal is the name of the game
kiwi style !
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Airienteers Annual General Meeting
Please be advised that the AGM will be held at 7pm on Saturday 13 October 2012 at
Dyneley Arms, Pool Bank, Leeds. All club members are invited to attend.
If you would like to stand for election to one of the Officer roles or as a Committee Member
please let Nick Jones know as soon as possible.
As you may be aware the club has been without a Chairman for the last year so we would be
especially pleased to hear from anyone willing to stand for this position and rectify this
situation.
It's your Club so we would be delighted to hear from any club member, new or long
standing, young or old who would be willing to contribute to the running of the Club. Even if
you don't wish to stand for the Committee but would be willing to contribute in a nonexecutive or co-opted capacity we would very much appreciate your input and ideas.
If your thinking about volunteering but are not sure what any role entails or if you have
some bright ideas for moving the club forward then please contact or speak to any member
of the committee.
Nick Jones, Secretary
nick.jones200ATntlworld.com
0113 2267906
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Aire Club League 2011/12
The full results for the 2011/12 club league are now on the AIRE website. Congratulations
to the following:Best Male Senior:

Steve Watkins

Best Female Senior: Joyce Marshall
Best Male Junior:

Joe Woodley

Best Female Junior:

Cerys Jones

Special mention to Howard Sawyer for scoring in 13 of the 14 events - the only one he
missed was Calverley where he was the organiser.

Aire Club League 2012/13
These are the 12 counting events for the next round of the club league, will be. Your best 7
scores will count.
Date

Club

Venue

23 Sep 2012

CLARO

Lindley Moor

11 Nov 2012

EPOC

Ogden

18 Nov 2012

AIRE

Middleton Woods

20 Nov 2012

AIRE

Park Wood & Black
Carr

2 Dec 2012

CLARO

Hollin Head

6 Jan 2013

AIRE

Buck Wood

20 Jan 2013

EPOC

Haw Park

17 Feb 2012

NATO

Compass Sport Cup

24 Feb 2012

AIRE

Valley of Desolation

3 Mar 2012

CLARO

Swinsty

14 Apr 2012

AIRE

Danefield

12 May
2012

AIRE

Harden Moor
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JUNIARIES
Juniaires Edito - Joe Woodley
I recently got back from The European Youth Champs in France where I had a great time;
you can read about my trip and results here. There are 3 other articles in this edition of
Juniaires, one from Ruaridh about Lagganlia, one about the British Champs and one on a trip
to Bruges for a weekend of sprint racing. Please send any articles to
woodleyzATbtinternet.com.

British Champs 2012 - Joe Woodley
I set off for the lakes on Friday night with the rest of my family, as we were staying in a
caravan in Coniston over the weekend. We stopped off in Settle to pick up fish and chips on
the way. As fish and chips are not renowned for their pre race fuel properties I put a pan of
pasta on as soon as we arrived. With two full meals inside me I checked over an old map of
the area and all my geeking notes one last time and before getting into bed for a good 11
hours sleep.
I woke up feeling extremely fresh, well prepared and psyched for my race. My parents
dropped me off at the bus pick up point as they were not orienteering, choosing instead to
walk to the assembly in time to see me finish. I knew it was important to remain calm and
relaxed not letting the whole bus situation get into my head, throwing my usual race prep. I
was very positive and knew I had done the most geeking and was the best prepared of all
my peers. I had spent a weekend training with the Haines’ on similar terrain which was very
beneficial. On this sort of open area I knew I also had the physical strength to win. This sort
of mental focus set me up very well. When I got to the start I did a small amount of warming
not wanting to tire myself. I spent the last 3 minutes before my start sat back enjoying the
sun.
As far as my run went it was nothing out of the ordinary, I just kept it simple spiking every
control whilst pushing hard on the hills both up and down. The marshes were great to
navigate from and everything I saw on the ground was identical to how I imagined it from
the map. I remember thinking the pace was tough and I might struggle to keep it up, but as I
reached the furthest out point of my course and turned to head back toward the finish I ate
some dried mango and this provided the fuel I needed to maintain my speed to the end. I
lost a maximum of 20 seconds on one control toward the end but managed to keep it
together through the final controls in the woods. I knew I had run well but was still surprised
to find out I was leading with only 6 runners left out there. After a short but nervous wait I
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was confirmed M16 British Champion, wining by 1:40! My parents and sister met me in the
assembly field and instead of queuing for the bus back to Ravenglass we took the small
Eskdale railway in an open air train. That evening we went for a celebratory meal in a local
pub where a Giant Yorkshire Pudding with Cumberland sausage and mash rounded off a
super day!
It was great to be running in a very competitive team in the men’s short relay class the next
day. I ran first leg and handed over to Dave Alcock in 3rd place, after an ok race. Dave had a
great run and brought us back in 1st. Our last leg runner Neil Conway couldn’t hold off
Sarum’s Jack Benham and we finished in a good second place with Eborienteers close
behind. All in all it was a great weekend with two pleasing results. All the buses worked red
smoothly and efficiently and the event was a real success.
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Lagganlia Tour of 2012 - Ruaridh Mon Williams
Lagganlia was an exciting orienteering training week for M14s selected from throughout
Britain. We had experienced coaches who had competed at the top level in orienteering so
there was a lot of great advice for us to learn from. My two coaches were Jonny and Rodger
and I learned masses from them. The main thing that stands out from all the things I learned
is simplification and running on bearings. Simplification is where you create attack points
and pick out and only use the features that you need. It was really useful learning to run on
a rough bearing while looking ahead rather than stopping to look at my compass.
I travelled to Lagganlia after I had completed four days of the Welsh six day. The Welsh six
day was fantastic and left me excited about the opportunity to improve my orienteering
skills. I think it was a good idea to have done some orienteering before the camp because it
got me in the right frame of mind. To reach Lagganlia I caught a train to Aviemore from
Ilkley, changing at Edinburgh. I had arranged to meet Aiden Rigby at Edinburgh, with whom
I was to be sharing a dorm, but in the end there were a number of us who met on the train,
all excited at the prospect of a week away training together.
Lagganlia started with everybody getting to know each other by doing a memory game. In
the game, people said their name as well as a job (like Ruaridh the runner) and then
everyone had to remember all of the names. On the first three days we had great fun doing
a variety of different exercises and fantastic relays. The exercise included things like
concentration exercises on a relatively easy course with a lot of turns. We had coaches
distracting us in the concentration exercises by various means (e.g. shouting at us to run
faster or telling us ‘this way’ when it was the wrong direction). Of the relays, one of my
favourites was the odds and evens relay where there were two maps and three people in a
team. Each team needed to complete both courses but with only two people out on the
course at the same time. My team (Aidan and Louise) won so I was happy!
After each day of training we went back to the centre for delicious food that everybody
enjoyed and we could relax watching T.V., we’d also have a talk in the evening about that
day and the following day’s activities. I like to eat a lot of food so was very happy with all of
the meals and snacks that the cooks had made. We had cereal for breakfast and then
packed lunches when we were out training. In the evening we had a lovely evening meal.
Wednesday was our first opportunity to show off our new skills such as simplification, attack
points, bearings, pacing etc. in competition. We did two sprint races, one in a forest/urban
area and the other one purely urban. I had two nightmare runs but enjoyed them both,
apart from one time on the second map where I found myself on the opposite side of the
map!! The small 1: 1500 scale didn’t help as I am not used to it – at least, that’s my excuse!!
In the afternoon we braved the cold waters of the local loch- some of us lasted longer than
others but no one lasted that long because it was freeeezing!!!
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On Friday we had a tiring classic race finished off with some fun relays. The classic race had
a lot of heather and much opportunity to get lost. I was the only one who enjoyed terrain
running that day but I did not enjoy the navigation quite so much. The relay was a lot faster
underfoot and the navigation was a lot easier but this made the head to head competitions
more fun.
So here’s a quick summary....
Training I enjoyed most: The peg race – this is where on some race controls there are a few
pegs for the first people but if you get a peg you must go to the penalty control so any one
can win.
Favourite area: Rosalie, it was a wooded sand dune area with a lot of contour detail.
Least favourite: Sprint event 2 it was the only bad area it was just urban around a camp site.
Best food/worst food: My favourite meal was salmon and there were no meals I didn’t like.
Awards: We all got different unusual award at the end of the camp and my award was the
“Legit” award as I said that a lot when telling the coaches my plan!
Overall verdict: Lagganlia was a fantastic training week!
I really liked all of my coaches and I am very grateful to them for helping me improve my
orienteering. I was really pleased that Nev and Tony selected me for the camp despite
having some nightmare orienteering experiences this year. And I’m very grateful to them for
all their hard work in putting on a fantastic training camp.
Thank you very much for this great experience. It was a fantastic opportunity that gained
me new skills. I greatly appreciate the help that allowed me to have this experience!

Bruges City Race 2012 - Joe Woodley
I travelled to Bruges to compete in a weekend of sprint racing ending with the Bruges city
race. It would be good training ahead of The European Youth Champs sprint race, but also
good fun. I went with Dane Blomquist and his Dad.
We arrived in Bruges on Friday night and found our hotel, that evening we ate at a pasta
bar. The next day we had two races, one in the morning around an area of open woodland
then into army barracks. I ran quite well but the course was technically very easy and I came
2nd to Dane who was just faster than me. We then had the afternoon off before racing again
in the evening.
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To pass the hours, we walked into Bruges centre and looked around. There are several
impressive churches and Cathedral. We stopped to get a fresh Belgian waffle from a street
vender. We also spotted a Pizza house where we could get our evening meal.
The evening race was around two schools and was much more technical. I raced well up
until the very end of the course where I didn’t spot an uncrossable fence on the map so had
to back track loosing 20 seconds. I ended up 2nd again, this time just 4 seconds behind Dane.
After our race we cooled down on the schools running track, before heading to pizza house.
Sunday was the day of the actual Bruges city race. It was raining lightly which made the
cobbled streets treacherous. Horses pull carts of tourists around the old town and when
approaching corners you had to listen out for hooves to avoid crashing into them. The race
was good with some longer route choice legs interspersed with areas where fine
orienteering was vital. I had a solid race and pushed hard towards the end. I finished and
found I had won, finally getting the better of Dane by about a minute.
It was a good weekend and I think the sheer volume of sprint racing has brought me on no
end, it is a weaker area of my orienteering and I think being able to practice in great new
areas is key to improvement.
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European Youth Championships 2012 - Joe Woodley
This year I was selected to represent Great Britain at EYOC, in Bugeat France. Leading up to
the event I was excited but also fairly nervous seeing as it was my first international
competition for GB.
On the day the rest of the team were travelling by Euro-star from London, I had a GCSE
technology exam, so after sitting that at 7 in the morning I grabbed my things and headed
for Leeds Bradford Airport. Training had taken precedent over revision for that particular
exam so I was glad when it was over. Will Rigg another team member was in the same
position so I met him in the airport. On the plane we decided to do some geeking exercises;
looking at old maps and planning courses, we then discussed route choice. On arrival in
Limoges, France we stepped out of the airport into 36 degree heat. In contrast to Leeds I
was wondering if I would be able to run in this sort of heat. We then met the rest of the
team and after collecting hire cars headed for Bugeat. After some appalling navigation,
(getting it out of my system before racing...) we arrived at the event centre.
Instead of staying in the hotel with most of the other nations GB ended up staying a 15
minute walk away in some wooden chalets’ in the woods, Which we quickly downgraded to
shacks. No more than 5 metres wide by 3 metres long, containing 4 beds, a small stove,
fridge and 4 teenage boys. Within minutes our shack was a stinking mess. With energy
drinks, recovery shakes, pasta packets and pot noodles we managed to generate an obscene
amount of rubbish. After Dane Blomquists attempt at pasta I feared the worst but by
attacking the mess with a knife and travel wash for clothes we salvaged the cooking pan.
We had one day to acclimatise and train before the competition began and we chose to run
on sprint and long model areas. This was a good way to see how the vegetation and certain
features were mapped. We ended the day swimming in a river to cool off. That evening
Jackie Newton, one of our coaches led a team stretching session and then we got to bed
early ahead of the sprint race.
I had to wear GPS trac-trac unit on the sprint. I was informed it would be just like wearing a
sports bra... Naturally a very useful bit of advice. When we arrived at quarantine (pre race
area with no contact to finish arena etc) I collected my trac-trac unit and chilled out for a
while as I was in GBR’s 3rd start block. Chris Galloway an M18 had raced at EYOC before and
it was nice to talk to him as he had experienced this last year. I then started warming up
before heading to the -8 call up. The start blocks lead you about 500metres from quarantine
into a court yard at -2. You then headed through an undercover area and came up into the
arena. This was pretty good at throwing all your focus as you were suddenly blinded by the
sunlight and hit by the noise from the arena with people cheering you on. I had a good clean
race and pushed quite hard in places but always stayed in control. I finished 21 st and 1st
British boy, considering my previous sprint pedigree I was really happy with the result.
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I wanted a top 15 place in the long distance and was really looking forward to it. My race
went well and I didn’t make any big mistakes but at times I was slightly hesitant and lost
time over complicating some legs. It was also very physical but I was happy with 16th place,
well done to Dane who came 7th on my course. Both my sprint and long distance results
were good and are a good platform to work from on the International level. That evening
there was the EYOC party which was a good laugh and opportunity to socialize with people
from other nations.

The last day was a relay and my team consisted of Dane, then me, then Sasha Chepelin. We
knew we were a strong team and could really perform well. On first leg Dane had a great
run bringing us back in 3rd with the leading group. There was a long run out to the start kite
and it gave me a good chance to read my map. My first leg was long and very steep leading
me to the top of a hill. After that the course took me over the other side of the hill and by
then the relay gaffling meant I had no idea where my competition was. After a little mistake
I caught a Polish runner and ran through the spectator control with him. The second half of
the course was on another large hill although this time it was very rocky and entirely
covered in low visibility trees mapped as dark and light green woodland. I pushed through
the physical terrain whilst spiking all the controls and ended up running on to the run in
with the Polish runner 20 metres behind. As I came in I heard my team mate Dane shouting
that I was leading the race! I was really pleased and quite surprised to find out I had handed
over to our last leg runner in first place. After a nervous wait Sasha came through spectator
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still leading with the Polish last leg runner. Unfortunately he messed up the last loop and
lost a lot of time. We finished 7th. I was gutted but 7th is still a good result and Sasha had
done well to hold off two European Champions up until his mistake.
I had a great trip and have come away very inspired to continue to train hard and work
towards becoming the best possible orienteer that I can be. I not only enjoyed racing but
meeting people from around Europe and having a great time with the Great British Team. I
would like to thank our coaches, Chris for his technical advice, Liz for her organization and
general hard work as team manager and most of all Jackie for putting up with the M16 boys
in her car, although I think she secretly loved our music choice and banter. Also thank you to
Airienteers and The Jack Bloor fund who helped to fund my trip.
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CROESO 2012 - WELSH 6 DAY
After months of continuous rain the sun shone on the righteous and a sizeable AIRE
contingent, along with 2000 others, descended on Aberystwyth for the latest edition of the
Welsh 6 day. Five tough and complex moorland days plus an interesting final urban event
proved an intriguing challenge. Based on the best 4 results from the 6 days, the top AIRE
performers were as follows:1st W10A

Eve Conway

1st M18S

Sam Wood

1st W20L

Cerys Jones

1st M60L

Alistair Wood

2nd W14A

Lucy Haines

2nd W50S

Shirley Wood

3rd W21L

Florence Haines

4th M21L

Ben Stevens

3rd W21S

Lowri Jones

5th W14A

Laura King

5th W18S

Kirsty Mon-Williams

Looks like the girls got the upper hand here.

Day 1 Area - A tough start
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From Aberystwyth with Love - Lowri Jones
Arriving in Aberystwyth for Croeso 2012 proved strangely nostalgic, as we collected our keys
and settled into the block of student flats where the Jones family and other assorted Aire
member would be living for the week. The following day the first event began with what, at
30 minutes, would be one of the shorter walks to the start, and with the open moorland
terrain that we would be running on for most of the week. The only orienteering I had done
recently was small training events and so day 1, Gwanas, was mainly about getting reaccustomed to doing a proper event. I had a bit of a messy run including wasting about 8 or
9 minutes standing around scratching my head between controls 2 and 3, but I was pleased
to finish 6th of about 20 on the W21S course. Day 2, Foel Goch, was much better, despite the
area having the dubious distinction of there being a huge hill across the whole centre of the
map – lines of orienteers slogging across a seemingly endless slope must have been quiet a
sight for any nearby walkers. The end was slightly disappointing, 6 controls that essentially
just required sprinting through some fields with no navigation, although it was all downhill
and so was a bit of a relief after The Hill. I finished 3rd, better that I expected, and an
examination of the results was beginning to show who the competition was - namely some
Scandinavian woman called Svarm, and a double-barrelled surname.
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Surprisingly the Croeso week turned out to be on one of the two weeks we have had that
have lived up to the name of ‘summer’, and thankfully so as most of the events would have
been exceedingly grim if it had been lashing it down. On the other hand Day 3, Hafod, could
perhaps have done with slightly less sun, as a temperature of nearly 30 degrees combined
with very late starts and walks to assembly and start that were longer than most courses
made for the most unpleasant run of the week. After looking forward to the forested
middle-distance race (shorter course plus shorter legs sound like my kind of thing) I messed
up at least half of my controls and managed to find the steepest slope I possibly could to
unnecessarily climb up. Still, at least it felt like summer for a change.
The rest day involved my sister Cerys and I trailing round Aberystwyth to complete the
‘photo trail’, matching photos with where on the map they were taken. £100 of vouchers up
for grabs but sadly we haven’t heard anything… The town must have been lovely in its
Victorian sea-side resort heyday, and it’s still pleasant now, but once you’ve played crazy
golf, looked at the ruined castle and wandered down the surprisingly run-down front to the
old funicular railway, there’s not much left to do. Luckily after three days of running we
were happy wandering around and enjoying the sun, and the hill at the top of the railway
did provide great views out over the sea and the town.
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Days 4, Llynnoedd Teifi, took us back out onto the hills for my best run of the week. This
area was the kind of terrain I like, lots of contour features, complicated little hills
interspersed with marshes and crags, where focussing on my navigation may actually allow
me to keep up with those who usually leave me eating their dust as they speed off into the
distance. Such was the case today as I finished in 2nd place by 2 minutes. Day 5 was the
same area but starting at the opposite side of the map, giving me the unusual experience of
recognising some of the hills and marshes I was orienteering around. Another great course –
no one seemed to mind nearly getting swallowed by the deceptively deep patches of marsh
– and the weather was a little bit cooler, which was welcomed by the perpetually
overheating sweat machines such as our esteemed editor.

Staying in Aberystwyth University turned out to have some advantages, as lots of the
controls for the urban race on day 6 turned up outside our bedroom windows the night
before, and we got a nice lie in as assembly was just 5 minutes down the hill. The map had a
number of distinct areas; a patch of steep, runnable woodland; a fairly easily-navigable area
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of halls, roads and open spaces; and a more complicated section in the main campus. This
last in particular provided a really interesting area with lots of dead ends, criss-crossing
paths and sneaky cut-throughs. I had a difficult run due to my legs apparently deciding that
they’d had enough after the unprecedented amount of exercise that week, but it seems as
though everyone else was tired as well. Despite finishing 8th, I got enough points to bring me
four points ahead of the double-barrelled-surname girl, bumping me from overall fourth to
third. At the start of the week I had not expected to be anywhere above the middle of the
rankings, so was extremely pleased! Cerys also did well (although less unexpectedly),
coming first on W20L, 3 places ahead of another Cerys Jones, who is strangely also not from
Wales. Overall Croeso 2012 was an extremely enjoyable week with some great areas that
was topped off by the (from my point of view at least) nearly ideal orienteering weather.

The view from Cader Idris with the Croeso Day 1 area brooding on the skyline.
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World Masters Orienteering Champs 2012
As avid readers of Aire Affairs will know I've been to a number of WMOCs and in most cases
this is because they are in areas or countries that I've not orienteered in. This year was no
exception. Whilst I'd visited Germany before I'd never orienteered there so Thursday/Friday
28 & 29 June found me driving to the Harz Mountains to experience another WMOC.
The Event Centre was at the Racecourse on the outskirts of Bad Harzburg, a spa town and
holiday destination which had suffered in the past due to its proximity to the East German
Border but which is now picking up after German reunification. BH is also where I was
staying, my hotel being next door to the hotel where Guy & Judith Goodair, Richard Payne &
Jean Lochhead (all EPOC) were staying so I teamed up with them and courtesy of Richard we
all travelled to the events together.
We didn't bother with the Sprint model event on Saturday, deciding to do some touristy
things instead. The sample map, which was of part of BH near the racecourse, didn't look
particularly inspiring and not that representative of the two areas that we would be running
on. It provided examples of the type of control sites they would be using but after all is said
& done one building corner is very much like another. We actually gleaned more
information strolling around BH on Saturday evening after our meal (not that we were
looking for controls you understand, we were staying in the town after all).
Sunday 1 July
The Sprint Qualification race was in BH. Those traveling to BH for the race were requested
to park at the Event Centre and use the shuttle buses to the race Assembly. Not a sensible
option for the 5 of us as our respective hotels were on the event map and only about 200m
from the park being used as Assembly & Finish. In fact, standing on my hotel room balcony I
got a good view of early starters running to & from the control outside the hotel. As it
turned out, not a control on my course. There were 4 parallel heats for M55 meaning a top
20 placing in your heat would get you into the A Final the following day. In my heat there
was a tie for 20th place so both advanced to the A Final. I was 22nd missing out on the A
Final by 4 seconds. What makes in more infuriating is that a slight overshoot at No 14 and
then waiting behind two others to punch at the badly positioned trestle cost me at least 10
seconds. Oh well, that's life (or in this case orienteering).
Monday 2 July
Having just missed out on the A Final meant that I was one of the last to start in the B Final
which was held in Goslar, a World Heritage Site, and about 10 miles from BH. Goslar has an
old and pretty town centre and an imposing castle which was the backdrop for the final.
Sounds good. However the flow of the Final course wasn't as the Qualification. A bit too
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much going onto "dead end" squares & yards and having to come out the same way. The BH
course flowed much better and whilst the map and town looked simpler gave better route
choice options. That said both races were very enjoyable and a 13th place in the B Final was
OK. Monday afternoon was about the only time that it rained whilst we were racing (or
doing touristy things), the rain starting part way through the start blocks for many of the
Finals, including my B Final. Interestingly the times of those who started early and ran rain
free held up very well against those of the latter and supposedly faster runners who had to
run on wet & greasy cobbles. (get your excuses in early I say!).

Tuesday 3 July
A rest day and / or opportunity to try the model event for the classic races. We jogged
through the forest but nothing excessive. It gave me a chance to put my terrain head on
after the urban sprint racing.
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Wednesday 4 July
Long Qualification Day 1. It was a shame that having put my terrain head on the day before
for the model event I took it off and left on the bedside table today. To do yourself justice
you need two steady qualification runs as times are added together to decide which Final
you run in. Having made the wrong route choice on leg 2-3 (passing through the complex
area of rocks rather than running round) and then adding in some lapses of concentration
my fate was sealed.
LQ1 was, in my opinion, held on the hardest of the three areas used for the classic races. I
would have saved it for the Final but I don't know the ins & outs of the decision making.
Thursday 5 July
Long Qualification Day 2 and having put on my terrain head that I'd left in the hotel the day
before I had a much better run, cutting out the lapses in concentration and minimising route
choice errors. However it was a more open forest and times were fast, too fast for me. To
significantly improve my overall position I would have needed a fantastic run and those
above me would have had to have had disasters. That combination was never going to
happen so in the end I made the C Final. Perhaps I didn't do my self justice but justice was
done after my LQ1 performance.
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Saturday 7 July
Long Distance Final day and we parked on the edge of the largest quarry I've ever seen. (We
all hoped there wasn't going to be a control at the bottom. We'd still be there climbing out!)
The area had elements of both LQ1's complex rock features and LQ2's runnability without
being either quite as technical or as fast. That said I probably had my best run of the three
Long Distance days so a very enjoyable weeks orienteering ended on an upward curve after
the disappointment of LQ1. It certainly ended on an upward slope as there was a brutal
climb up to the final few controls which left many people gasping for air.

So apart from the orienteering what else did we do?
Well obviously we sampled the delights of the restaurants, coffee shops & ice cream
parlours of BH and surrounding towns. It would have been rude and discourteous to refuse.
We enjoyed post meal strolls around BH pointing out control sites we had visited with
particular reference to one of the most prominent trees in the pedestrianised area that
Richard had insisted in running to and away from on several occasions before eventually
deciding to punch it. Oh how we laughed!
We spent time in BH's spa and pool complex (2 indoor & 2 outdoor pools with accompany
jets & bubbles). Very relaxing!
However perhaps the most important element of our time in BH itself, perhaps even above
the orienteering, was the 18 hole crazy golf. An excellent way to spend 2 hours but it does
bring out ones competitive nature and creative interpretation of the rules (Richard). Very
infuriating! In this final activity it was nice to note that where we mere mortals lead elite
runners follow. On one day Sarah Rollins followed us round and I can confidently say she
was just as good as we were. And we were bad!
During the Cold War the Border between East and West Germany ran through the eastern
part of the Harz Mountains. On our return from LQ1 we stopped off to see the remains of
the Border. Now dismantled the remains form part of a long distance cycle track north to
south across Germany (and I think extending from the Baltic to the Black Sea).
Goslar and its surrounding area have a rich and varied history and it has been designated a
World Heritage site. We spent time wondering around Goslar and enjoyed a walk around
some of the many interconnecting man made lakes in the adjacent forests. These man made
(or should one say monk made) lakes were used to assist in the development of the areas
mining industry which is explained in an impressive mining museum, also included in the
World Heritage site.
The Harz Mountains rise to about 1150m. Whilst not that high they rise out of the North
German Plain and as such the views from the "peaks" are extensive if perhaps if not that
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exciting. The mountains are heavily forested, no doubt one of the reasons WMOC was held
there, and it is really only the peaks that are tree free. Like many such areas it is a working
forest with an extensive network of forest tracks, many of which are used by walkers and
mountain bikers. I imagine it would be very pleasant to walk and cycle around the area and
also relatively quiet.
If you don't fancy such exertions then try a trip on the old narrow gauge steam railway with
its evocative noises and smells. It winds its way through the forest and eventually emerges
to finish in a spiral assent to the observatory at the top of the highest point in the Harz
Mountains, the Brocken.

All in all I had a very enjoyable week both orienteering and relaxing with the good folk from
EPOC. Most of our fortunes were mixed, apart from Jean that is who returned to Yorkshire
as a WMOC Sprint Gold Medalist.
I wonder if I keep going long enough, and don't make mistakes, and run faster, and stay
healthy and.................., perhaps I could..........
Wake up Nick, you're dreaming again. But then we're allowed to dream aren't we, and
sometimes dreams do come true!
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Classic Errors - Pete Jones
Its only fair I start this with one of my own. 2011- Scottish 6 day - Torinturk - M55L - Leg 6-7.
After forty years of orienteering you would think I'd have learnt by now. The plan(dotted
line) was fairly simple. Due West from the control, keeping a stream and valley below me on
the right. When the stream bends north head slight N of W and cross a N/S fence. Contour
round the slope, cross a re-entrant, slowly climb above a line of crags as the hill angles
gently left. As you can see it started OK, but I veered to the wrong fence. In hindsight this
was the first clue - it was about 7' tall and clearly built to keep intruders out. But us AIRE
types are not going to let such small obstacles stop us and after a somewhat challenging VS I
was on the other side, crossing a flatish area, begininng to climb slowly, picking up a line of
crags, and veering slowly left. All to plan, but had I checked my compass, it would have
shown I was 90 degress out.

By this point, I had an inkling something was not as it should be. There should have been
lots more hill to my left, but I seemed to be nearing the top. After a few minutes head
scratching I decided I'd climb to the top and have a look from there. Still couldn't work it
out - and in hindsight I can see why - my brain wasn't accepting I was in the large OOB area,
and its not actually all that easy to see with the OOB hatching on the map. Sat down for a
minute and ruminated on the clues. 1. No one else anywhere near. 2. A very large and
pleasant looking lake due W. 3. A hillside opposite swarming with people. Perhaps thats
where I should be !!!! Hmm. And it was. At least I had a stupendous view. Decided to call it
a day. For the next issue - if anyone has any crackers - and I know you do, its no use hiding
them, send them in, a scan and a brief description.
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Tuesday Night Running
DATE

LOCATION

AREA

New Inn, Eccup, LS16 8AU

Eccup/Harewood

SE288429

th

Swinsty Car Park, LS21 2NP
Eat at Sun Inn

Swinsty / Timble

SE186537

st

Cow & Calf Hotel, Ilkley, LS29 8BT

Ilkley Moor

SE134465

th

Slaters Arms, Low Bradley, nr Skipton,
BD20 9DE

High Bradley Moor

SE003482

The Black Horse, Askwith, LS21 2JQ

Askwith Moor

SE 168483

th

Ian & Joyce Marshall, 6 Oak Close,
Burley-in-W’dale, LS29 7PJ

Burley-in-W’dale

th

The Fleece Inn, Addingham, LS29 0LY

Addingham

th

Pete & Ruth Jones
11 Woodlands Grove, Baildon, BD17 5BD

Baildon

th

7 August
14 August
21 August
28 August
th

4 September
11 September
18 September
25 September

TEL NO

01943 862997

SE165457
SE078497

01274 596850

Meet at 7pm. Everyone welcome – young, old, fast, slow.
Eat together in a pub afterwards or bring food along for a communal meal if the run is from
someone’s house.
For further details contact Joyce or Ian Marshall on 01943 862997
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GRID REF

SE136388

Selected Fixtures
24th - 27th
Aug

Ebor White
Rose Weekend

N. Yorks Moors

www.whiteroseweekend.org.uk

Sunday 2nd
Sept

LOG Lincoln
City Race

Lincoln

www.logonline.org.uk/wp

Sunday 9th
Sept

AIRE Ultra
Long O

Titus Salt
School, Saltaire

www.aire.org.uk/clubdocs/aire_valley_flyer.pdf

Sunday 16th
Sept

SYO Colour
Coded

Wombwell

www.southyorkshireorienteers.org.uk/

Saturday
22nd Sept

AIRE O Lite

The Chevin

www.aire.org.uk/ClubDocs/olite_wharfedale_2012_flyer.doc

Sunday 23rd
Sept

CLARO Colour
Coded

Lindley Moor

www.claro-orienteering.org/

Saturday 29th
Sept

AIRE O Lite

Cow & Calf

www.aire.org.uk/ClubDocs/olite_wharfedale_2012_flyer.doc

Saturday 29th
Sept

BL Carlise
Urban

Carlise

www.bl-orienteering.org.uk/

Sunday 30th
Sept

RR COMPASS
SPORT CUP
FINAL

Teviothead

www.roxburghreivers.org.uk/?p=1710

Saturday 6th
Oct

PFO MIDDLE
DISTANCE

Tockholes

www.pfo.org.uk/

Saturday 6th
Oct

AIRE O Lite

Baildon Moor

www.aire.org.uk/ClubDocs/olite_wharfedale_2012_flyer.doc

Sunday 7th
Oct

PFO LEVEL B

www.pfo.org.uk/

Hameldon Hills

Saturday 13th
Oct

AIRE O Lite

Esholt

www.aire.org.uk/ClubDocs/olite_wharfedale_2012_flyer.doc

Saturday 13th
Oct

CLOK October
Odyssey day 1

Sneaton Forest

www.clok.org.uk/

Sunday 14th
Oct

CLOK October
Odyssey day 2

Sneaton Forest

www.clok.org.uk/

Sunday 21st
Oct

EBOR Middle
Distance

Saturday 27th
Oct

AIRE FAT
RASCALS Chasing Sprint

Holt Park/Golden
Acre

www.aire.org.uk/events/eventslist/eventslist_v2.asp

Sunday 28th
Oct

AIRE FAT
RASCALS URBAN

Yeadon

www.aire.org.uk/events/eventslist/eventslist_v2.asp

Skipwith

www.eborienteers.org.uk/
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